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Abstract & Introduction
Following the Coronavirus pandemic, individuals have branched one of two ways. That is either
into a life of domestic fitness or letting their health spiral out of control. 2020 marked the first
time in US history that the national adult obesity rate passed 40%. This rate has increased by a
painstaking 26% since the financial crash in 2008 (tfah.org). This suggests that more often than
not, individuals employed poorer health habits.


Global evidence all points towards global obesity increasing every year, even before the
pandemic. Coronavirus catalysed an already escalating global obesity issue, and Runfy is here
to instigate the help we all need.


Fitness is a natural resource; your fitness can determine your quality of life. The pandemic
emphasised the necessity and importance of your health after many reports emerged stating
one was at a far higher risk of severe COVID-19 symptoms if they were overweight. British Prime
Minister at the time, Boris Johnson even stated this in a national message.


Runfy provides the much-needed motivation to get you out on your feet. By receiving Runfy
tokens in return for achieving your fitness goals, you not only reap the health benefits of exercising
but earn financial rewards at the same time. The value of the Runfy token will is explained in
more detail later on.


So, Runfy allows you to access your natural resource and profit from it rather than having to pay
to gain access to it. We liken it to a gym membership which rewards with Runfy tokens for
achieving your goals rather than having to pay to achieve them.


We aim to become the leading Move-to-Earn cryptocurrency platform by employing
innovative solutions and technologies in the M2E space.
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What is Runfy?

Why?

We are a fully community-driven health and
fitness platform empowering users to take
control and ownership of their well-being. We
aim to eventually promote everything in the
fitness industry but are starting with running and
‘Move-to-Earn’. Users will earn Runfy tokens, ticker
symbol $RNF, for their fitness progress.


We want to decentralise the health and
fitness industry, taking power away from
large centralised corporations. All Runfy
products and services will be available to
our community as soon as they are
complete. Our scope will eventually
branch out of cloud-based technologies
and digital currencies into physical goods
and accessories as well.


The health and fitness industry has just begun its
technological restructuring. Peloton’s rise in
popularity during the covid pandemic has proven
that there is a want for a revolution in the fitness
technology industry. The Peloton product,
however, proved to be unsustainable.

Runfy looks to bring the best of blockchain and
cryptocurrency technology into the fitness
industry, leveraging the ability to earn financial
rewards while you train. When the platform is fully
installed it will supply health tips and tricks as
well as the means of tracking all your health
habits. This would include calorie trackers,
running planners/timers and a budding
community.

Runfy wants to make the saying ‘Health is
Wealth’ material. By utilising Runfy
technology, you can make your health
both your metaphorical wealth and
physical wealth.

How?
Our app will help users set and keep track of their fitness goals. The app will reward users with
$RNF tokens once certain milestones have been achieved and from completing certain monthly
challenges.

Runfy will bridge together fitness enthusiasts of all levels, from beginner to professional. Perhaps
most importantly, the community derived from Runfy will be self-perpetuating. Users can
communicate with one another on our social media and discussion platforms, giving each other
tips and comparing fitness journeys. This community will be vital in growing the project’s outreach
as well as our users' fitness journeys.
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The App
Users will record a certain fitness metric they aim
to complete and will begin unlocking and earning
$RNF tokens as they progress through their selfset task. There will also be rudimental tasks to
complete for every user.

The more $RNF tokens a user holds in their
wallet will earn a multiplier bonus on the tokens
generated from their fitness performance. The
app will eventually be integrated with existing
fitness accessories to help track steps, calories
etc. Note that this project is dynamic and
depending on performance and community
directives, features of the app may still change.

RunfTR
RunfTR is a service connecting fitness trainers and consultants to those looking for help on their
fitness journey. $RNF will be used as the payment method for consultations and training aid. This
will help to empower fitness professionals who currently lack the means of generating clients and
revenue. It will also provide them with a community of like-minded professionals, aiding the
growth and development of the Runfy project as well as their careers.

RunfShop
RunfShop will be available to all Runfy users
allowing them to buy and sell new or used
sports equipment. It will ultimately act as the
marketplace for all things fitness in the Runfy
community.
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Market &
Competition

Competition 

Analysis

In 2021, the global fitness tracker market was
reported to be worth circa $32 billion and it
would grow to $38 billion by the end of 2022. By
2026 the global market is expected to hit nearly
$80 billion, with a compound annual growth rate
of 19.6% (businesswire.com).


Contemporary sentiments towards
financial life have gradually leant towards
empowering the individual in all aspects
of life and society. Move-to-Earn
cryptocurrencies, as well as the wider
cryptocurrency industry, have provided
the monumental infrastructure for this
concept to come to fruition.


Currently, the largest fitness-orientated (Move to
Earn) cryptocurrency, ranked by market
capitalisation, is STEPN. At the height of its bull
market, STEPN topped out at a $2.3 billion
market capitalisation.

If there is to be a transition of the fitness industry,
notably the fitness tracker industry, onto
blockchain technology, there is a huge amount of
room for growth. This gives innovative projects
like Runfy a great opportunity to gain a large
market share. Centralised institutions have tried
reforming the health and fitness industry over the
past few years, such as Peloton mentioned briefly
above. Peloton struggled to sustain its growth
and we believe at Runfy that steady growth,
established through a strong community which
gives value to the $RNF token is the best way to
ensure progressive and sustainable growth.

Fitness accessories such as running watches
now provide all fitness data that is required to
track your run or workout. Further to this, they are
becoming increasingly commonly worn. This will
aid Runfy’s growth as we will incorporate our
platform with smartphone and fitness
accessories making the Runfy platform even
more accessible to everyone.
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Other concepts have had a similarly
revolutionary effect on separate
industries. The most notable would be the
Play-to-Earn concept employed by
many metaverses and GameFi
cryptocurrencies.

The most notable competitors to Runfy
are STEPN and Sweatcoin, the latter of
which will be more of an immediate
competitor to the Runfy project due to
its lower market capitalisation.

We believe that the Runfy platform will
be able to gain a substantial market
share from Sweatcoin due to its stronger
tokenomic model, and potential brand
recognition. We aim on making Runfy a
globally recognized brand, eventually
collaborating with existing fitness
heavyweights as well as creating our own
community-driven brand image.

Marketing and
Influencers
Our primary vision for gaining serious market
traction is by joining forces with industryleading influencers. Influencers from social
media platforms such as TikTok and Instagram
will be primarily used to gain recognition in the
fitness well-being and lifestyle industry.

We will work with Twitter influencers to help push
our $RNF token presale as well as to gain a
greater web3 presence. We have a fantastic
team with a proven track record of onboarding
the correct kind of influencers for projects.
Influencers will likely play a vital role in gaining
sufficient market share.
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BNB Chain
The BNB Chain is the Layer-1 blockchain
comprised of the BNB Beacon Chain and
the BNB Smart Chain. The Smart Chain is
the parallel chain which runs smart
contracts and this is the chain that Runfy
is built upon. Smart contracts are selfcompleting code contracts that are
executed and settled immediately and
automatically once the user has
confirmed a process. The BNB Smart
Chain is extremely scalable meaning it
has low transaction costs and extremely
swift transaction settlement time. This
chosen layer-1 blockchain is also
compatible with the Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM) meaning that
applications built on the BNB Smart
Chain can communicate with the
Ethereum blockchain.

BNB Smart Chain
Principles

Tokenomics
Supply: 1 billion $RNF (1,000,000,000)

Independent Layer-1 blockchain. This means that
the BSC runs independently but parallel to the
BNB Chain. This means that the former can run
uninterrupted by the other corresponding chain
and in theory, should experience less network
congestion.

Proof-of-Stake Consensus. This algorithm
reaches a consensus over transactions by
delegating an individual or group to verify
transactions on a network based on the number
of tokens they have locked up and staking as
collateral. Rewards are given out to stakers of the
token periodically. This algorithm requires a
relatively small amount of energy and is
therefore considered environmentally friendly.

Ethereum compatibility. This is a fundamental
BNB Chain characteristic. Ethereum is the
favourite smart contract provider and notably
the favourite infrastructure for dApp
development. By ensuring that the Binance
source code is compatible with Ethereum’s, the
blockchain need not resist or work against the
titan that is Ethereum but work with it.


Runfy taxes 5% on every buy and sell
transaction on the network.
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Staking
Staking and farming the Runfy token will be activated shortly after the presale ends and the
project is launched. The Runfy website and social media accounts will be updated with all
necessary information as the project progresses.

Roadmap
Checkpoint 1

Checkpoint 2

$RNF token development

Presale Begins

Marketing begins

Social Media Campaign

Platform development

Mobile app development

Adapting RunfTR

Checkpoint 4

Finish Line

Launch token on DEX

Virtual fitness events

Rewards and Incentives
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Top Move to Earn platform

Endorsements and partnerships

Staking and farming protocols


Checkpoint 3
Coinsniper listing

CoinGecko listing

Coin Marketcap listing

Security & Terms
By accessing the Current Information or interacting with the Runfy token or Runfy Platform, you represent and warrant to Runfy:

You are over 18 (eighteen) years of age.

You agree, accept, and acknowledge that the Tokens do not constitute shares or equities or securities or financial instruments or investments in any
form in any jurisdiction for any purpose.

You agree and acknowledge that the Current Information does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to
constitute an offer of securities in any jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment in securities.

You agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or approved of the Current Information, and presently there is no plan for the
Current Information to be so reviewed.

The distribution or dissemination of the Current Information any part thereof or any copy thereof, or acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited
or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or rules in your jurisdiction, and where any restrictions about possession are applicable, you have
observed and complied with all such restrictions at your own expense and without liability to Runfy.

You will not make any representation to any person regarding the Tokens that conflict with these Legal Notices.

You agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to acquire any Tokens, the Tokens are not to be construed, interpreted, classified or
treated as:

Debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity (whether Runfy or otherwise); rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures,
stocks or shares; rights under a contract for differences or any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of which is to secure a profit or avoid
a loss.

Units in a collective investment scheme.

Units in a business trust.

Derivatives of units in a business trust.

Any other security or class of securities.

Any type of investment.

You are fully aware of and understand that you are not eligible to acquire or own any Tokens or access the Current Information if you are a citizen,
national, or resident (tax or otherwise) of an internationally sanctioned country.

You have a basic degree of understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, storage, transmission mechanisms and other material characteristics
of cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage mechanisms, blockchain technology
and smart contract technology.

You are fully aware and understand, there are risks associated with: (A) Runfy and its business and operations; (B) the Tokens; (C) the Runfy
Platform; (D) storage of the

Tokens, and (E) relying or acting on all or any part of the Current Information; you agree and acknowledge that Runfy is not liable for any direct,
indirect, special, incidental, consequential, or other losses of any kind in tort contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue income
or profits or loss of use or data or loss of reputation or loss of any economic or another opportunity of whatsoever nature or howsoever arising) arising
out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on the Current Information, Sites, or any part thereof by you.

All of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and not misleading from the time of your last access to and/or
possession of (as the case may be) the Current Information.
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Legal Disclaimer
The information provided by Runfy Project (“Company”, “we”, “our”, “us”) on runfy.com (the “Site”) is for general informational purposes only. All
information on the Site is provided in good faith, however, we make no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, regarding the
accuracy, adequacy, validity, reliability, availability, or completeness of any information on the Site.


UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCE SHALL WE HAVE ANY LIABILITY TO YOU FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE OF ANY KIND INCURRED AS A RESULT OF THE USE OF THE SITE
OR RELIANCE ON ANY INFORMATION PROVIDED ON THE SITE. YOUR USE OF THE SITE AND YOUR RELIANCE ON ANY INFORMATION ON THE SITE IS SOLELY AT
YOUR OWN RISK.


EXTERNAL LINKS DISCLAIMER


The Site may contain (or you may be sent through the Site) links to other websites or content belonging to or originating from third parties or links to
websites and features. Such external links are not investigated, monitored, or checked for accuracy, adequacy, validity, reliability, availability or
completeness by us.


For example, the outlined Disclaimer has been created using PolicyMaker.io, a free web application for generating high-quality legal documents.
PolicyMaker’s disclaimer generator is an easy-to-use tool for creating an excellent sample Disclaimer template for a website, blog, eCommerce store
or app.


WE DO NOT WARRANT, ENDORSE, GUARANTEE, OR ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ACCURACY OR RELIABILITY OF ANY INFORMATION OFFERED BY THIRDPARTY WEBSITES LINKED THROUGH THE SITE OR ANY WEBSITE OR FEATURE LINKED IN ANY BANNER OR OTHER ADVERTISING. WE WILL NOT BE A PARTY TO OR IN
ANY WAY BE RESPONSIBLE FOR MONITORING ANY TRANSACTION BETWEEN YOU AND THIRD-PARTY PROVIDERS OF PRODUCTS OR SERVICES.


ERRORS AND OMISSIONS DISCLAIMER


While we have made every attempt to ensure that the information contained in this site has been obtained from reliable sources, Runfy Project is not
responsible for any errors or omissions or the results obtained from the use of this information. All information in this site is provided “as is”, with no
guarantee of completeness, accuracy, timeliness or the results obtained from the use of this information, and without warranty of any kind, express or
implied, including, but not limited to warranties of performance, merchantability, and fitness for a particular purpose.


In no event will Runfy Project, its related partnerships or corporations, or the partners, agents or employees thereof be liable to you or anyone else for
any decision made or action taken in reliance on the information in this Site or for any consequential, special or similar damages, even if advised of
the possibility of such damages.


LOGOS AND TRADEMARKS DISCLAIMER


All logos and trademarks of third parties referenced on runfy.com are the trademarks and logos of their respective owners. Any inclusion of such
trademarks or logos does not imply or constitute any approval, endorsement or sponsorship of Runfy Project by such owners.


CONTACT US


Should you have any feedback, comments, requests for technical support or other inquiries, please contact us by email: info@runfy.com
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